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There’s an old locust tree on the
north side of my house next to
the gully that drains out of the

hollow. It’s in the shade so I spend lots
of practice time there shooting at
forty-eight yards. This past week I
enjoyed my best results in years. I shot
eight arrows the other day to start my
practice session and all eight hit the
13 cm field spot with six of them in the
X-ring. That’s as good as I used to
shoot back in the eighties and
nineties so I felt really upbeat. The
nice thing about it is that I’ve had sim-
ilar success each day since then.

I’m finally finding some bow and
cam combinations that I can draw,
aim, hold and release well for eight,
ten or twelve consecutive shots. And I
can do it without beating up my body.
But it’s taken a long time to get here
and along the way I’ve had to accept
the fact that “I ain’t as young as I used
to be.” Nor as strong! Nor as durable!
(Getting older is not for wimps!) But
shoulder surgery and mid-back prob-
lems will do that to a guy so it’s good
to enjoy some moderate success for a
change – I hope it lasts a while.

The point of all of this discussion
is to help you realize that having a
bow design that matches a person’s
needs is necessary for that person to
achieve consistent accuracy. Notice I
said “needs” and not “wants”. I want-
ed to shoot the bows that the young
guys are shooting in a false hope that
I would get the results they are getting
but my body can’t do that anymore.
So I have adjusted to what my body
can do and found some bows and
cams that lend themselves to that set
of skills. You, as a dealer, need to and
must do the same for most of your
customers. You’ll have to recommend
low brace height bows to get speed,

deflex bow handles for those who
want more accuracy and more aiming
stability and long axle-to-axle bows
for the taller shooters.

ASSESSING THE SHOOTER
As a dealer you must guide your

customers to what is best suited to
their needs. Yep, that means some of
those “old” guys and gals will have to
be told what they don’t want to hear,
“You’ll get better results with this soft-
er cam”. Some will actually listen to
you while others will not overcome
their high testosterone level and stick
with the harder and faster cam setup.
Do the best you can; they’ll see the
light some day.

Of course you have plenty of
younger customers that need some
guidance also. For them you must
consider the following categories in
making your best recommendation
for their needs: eye dominance,

height, strength, hand size, physical
challenges, age, shooting purpose,
desired practice time and arrow
speed. 

Depending on how they fit into
these categories you’ll have to make
some recommendations about left or
right-handed bows, axle-to-axle
length, cam style, peak weight, grip
size, handle shape and brace height.
To that end I have some thoughts and
recommendations for you in the fol-
lowing sections of this article. 

EYE DOMINANCE
Aiming is really important to

shooting success. Therefore the aim-
ing eye is basic to the process and
must be assessed before an archer
chooses a particular type of bow. If a
person is left eye dominant then he or
she should be shooting a left-handed
bow unless some other physical chal-
lenge prevents that from happening.

Selecting Bows For Accuracy
By Larry Wise

Shooting good groups at a distance like
48 yards takes good bow tuning, good
form and a bow that is matched to your
abilities. That means the draw length,
draw weight and the appropriate cam
must fit your body’s capabilities.

Slowly swinging outstretched arms
together in front of you until your hands
cover your face as shown will show your
dominant eye to the person looking at
you. You’ll shoot more consistently
through time by aiming with this eye and
matching the bow to that side regardless
of which is your dominant hand & arm. If
you’re left-handed but right-eye dominant
you have an advantage by shooting right-
handed and being able to hold the bow
with your dominant left hand.
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There are several methods that
can be easily used to check a shooter’s
dominant eye. I prefer to stand a short
distance from them, maybe ten feet,
and have them extend their arms hor-
izontally toward me with their palms
facing me. Then, while they use my
nose as a target, I ask them to slowly
bring their arms and hands together
surrounding this target with a small
opening between their thumbs and
fingers. What I see as their palms
block out their face is their dominant
eye.

Now the easy part. If they have
never shot a bow before it is easy to
start them on the bow matching their
dominant eye; a left-handed bow for
left-eye dominance and a right-hand-
ed bow for right-eye dominance.
Starting properly according to eye
dominance will pay accuracy and
consistency dividends in the long
term regardless of which hand is
dominant – muscles can be trained
with proper practice. Just think of the
advantage if they are right-handed
and left-eye dominant, they get to
hold the bow with their dominant
arm!

The more difficult part is when
they have already been shooting for a
while using the non-dominant eye for

aiming. Now they face the serious
situation of switching bow hands
or blocking the dominant eye with
a patch. The best for them in the
long term would be to switch bow
hands but it remains their deci-
sion. Just be sure to explain to
them the benefits of aiming with
their dominant eye and deal the
best you can with their choice.

HEIGHT and BOW
LENGTH:

I’m tall, 6 feet two 2 inches, so
I have a rather long draw length,
31 inches AMO. That would be
about 29 ¼ inches true draw from
the grip pressure point to the
nocking point on the drawn
string. I often have tall students come
to me with bows that are set at 28
inches or 29 inches AMO and imme-
diately know that we’ll have to
increase that setting to get them into
the proper full-draw-position; that
means their drawing forearm inline
behind the arrow and an unbent bow
arm. I also have many shorter stu-
dents come with bows set too long for
them – we need to get them together
and swap bows sometimes. 

My tall friends, 6 feet 2 and taller,
have a dilemma. Some of the best
bows on the market today don’t
accommodate their longer draw
needs. For instance, they may be
attracted to the new Bear Truth which

I find to be well
made, easy to draw,
aim and shoot but if
they have a 32 inch
draw length they’ll
have to find a differ-
ent model like the
Bear Code to get 32.
The Bear Code is 34
inches axle-to-axle
and there’s only so
much a company
can do with draw
length on a 34 inch
bow so the tall guy
has to look for a
longer bow if he
needs more than 32
inches of draw
length. 

The Truth is
advertised to give 30

inches AMO but I can get close to 31
inches out of it by using the draw-
adjustment feature on the cam. Other
manufacturer’s bows may not have
that option. The Mathews Drenalin is
33 inches axle to axle and will accom-
modate from 25 up to a 30 inches
AMO draw length in half-inch incre-
ments. Tall guys might get 30.5 inches
out of it by using a longer D-loop but
should really be looking for a much
longer bow. The Hoyt Vectrix is adver-
tised over the range of 25 to 31 inches
and the Vectrix XL goes to 31.5 inches
so a guy my height can make it work
but taller guys need to look at a longer
38 inch axle to axle model. 

Shooting a short 33 inch axle/axle
bow on its longest setting also creates
a small acute string angle at the nock-
ing point. This is not necessarily a dis-
advantage for accuracy because all of
these bows shoot very well but it is a
detriment to peep placement. The
smaller the string angle at full draw
the further the peep is from the shoot-
er’s eye and that’s a bit frustrating
when you’re trying to keep your head
in a proper upright position or find
that big buck in the evening light. I’m
sure you realize here that the more
accurate solution for tall archers is to
look at a 37 or 38 inch bow so that
their draw length can be accommo-
dated without having that small acute
string angle at the nock. That means
the tall guy can have a peep close to
his eye while keeping his head in
proper position – this is the more
accurate way to go and that’s the main

Drawing the bow far enough to get your drawing forearm in
line with the arrow at full draw is the best indicator that your
bow is set at the right draw length. This position will place
your drawing shoulder and shoulder blade in optimum posi-
tion for using back tension to generate consistent perfor-
mance.

Be aware that a short bow will generate a sharp string
angle when fully drawn. This angle will require the peep
sight to be pushed higher up the string to be in front of
your eye and, therefore, further from your eye. This is
more of a problem for small-hole target peeps than for
large-hole hunting peeps.
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unstable geometric position for the
purpose of aiming. The grip pivot is
now between the archer and the limb-
pivot points at the ends of the riser
and the archer is “pushing” those
limb pivots toward the target while in
the deflex handle the archer’s bow
hand is “pulling” the limb pivots to
the target. So the trade-off for more
speed becomes less aiming stability. 

This doesn’t mean that the bow is
less accurate. It means that to get the
accuracy and speed at the same time
you must practice the highly critical
“bow hand placement” skill and
become proficient with it. Beginners
are not so good at bow hand skills so
they should be guided to a more
straight-line bow handle design until
they become more skilled and consis-
tent.

STRENGTH, PEAK WEIGHT
AND CAM STYLE

This category separates the men
from the boys - and the girls - and the
old men! And, YES, I know where I fit
in here; I’ve entered the “old men” cat-
egory but I’m comfortable with that
and know how to deal with it. Too
many guys won’t admit where they
are and that places a burden on you,
the dealer, when it comes time to fit
them into a new bow – it’s just like
you’re a doctor prescribing a remedy
for sore shoulders.

So how do you know what is the
right peak weight for your size and
strength? That’s a very important
question and one that must be
answered before buying a bow. At
least it’s important if you want your
customer to shoot well while learning,
to perform consistently in the long
term, and to hunt effectively.

Most students that attend my
shooting schools or come for private
coaching are drawing more peak
weight than they should. First and
foremost they must be able to draw
the bow properly and, secondly, they
must be able to draw the bow often to
get the practice they need to be con-
sistent. 

Good shooting form requires that

the archer be able
to set his body
posture erect,
raise the bow –
bow arm extended
- so the sight is
slightly above the
target center and
then draw the bow
straight back at
that level. All the
while he or she
must maintain eye
contact with the
target much like
the golfer who
must maintain eye
contact with the
ball through his
back swing and
power stroke.
Failing to main-
tain eye contact
will result in faltering accuracy and
low-level consistency. (See photo
above right.)

The solution for most archers is to
turn the draw weight down until they
can draw the bow straight back while
looking at the target. Practice good
form first to get consistent and then
gradually turn the draw weight up to
get ready for hunting season. We
should be helping archers protect
their form and save their bodies. You
can reason this way – It’s more impor-
tant to hit that pass-through-the-
lung-shot every time than it is to try to
“crush bone”. Crushing bone and
shooting deer at fifty yards is for guns
and bullets; archers have to hit the
lungs where the broadhead can do its
intended job! And do that at close
range less than thirty yards. 

Yeah, I know most guys come to
your shop looking for that 60-70
pound bow and won’t listen to you
when you try to get them into a 50-60
pound model that is matched to their
physical abilities. You’ll have to do
your best to get through that wall of
testosterone – the women and kids
seem to listen better, don’t they!

Cam design is another bow-fit-
ting issue for dealers. Understanding
the force-draw curve of a bow helps
us understand what’s required from
our bodies when we draw a bow. I
know some bow manufacturers have

printed these curves in their catalogs
in the past but not many do so now. If
I got my wish, every bow catalog
would have the force-draw curve
printed for each cam offered. I think
the general archery public is educated
enough to understand the basics of
such a curve and, with a little guid-
ance from their dealer, could make a
better choice regarding what bow fits
their abilities. 

Check the November, 2006 issue
of this magazine to learn more about
these curves but for now let me pre-
sent two on the opposite page I did
recently on my own Mathews
Conquest4. First is the curve for the
Mathews Max Cam that came stock
on the bow I ordered and second is
the curve with the Super Soft Cam I
installed several months later. 

The peak weight is the same for
both. What’s different is where this
peak weight occurs and how long the
weight dwells at peak. Both cams rise
the same from brace position to
about 15 inches of draw (true draw is
measured to the grip pivot point) at
which point the Max Cam slopes
more gently upward. From there the
Max cam continues to increase until it
reaches peak weight at 23 inches. The
Super Soft Cam hits peak at 16 inches
and 17 inches and then begins to
decline gently through 22 inches
where it takes a more pronounced

Maintaining eye contact with the target while raising your bow
is essential to maintaining head and body posture during the
draw. Having to raise the bow high in order to draw it indicates
an excessive amount of draw weight – turn it down a few pounds.
Drawing with the bow at target height also allows the bow to
pressure into your bow hand at that shooting level, increasing
consistency.
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and/or a softer cam. Mario Andretti
drove Indy Cars and Formula One and
was the best at those for years but
what’s he driving now? You can be
sure it ain’t Indy Cars.

HAND SIZE 
Getting good results from a bow

requires proper bow hand position on
the grip section. A small hand on a
wide wooden bow grip isn’t going to
match well enough to yield torque-
free results so some consideration
must be given to bow grip size and
design when selecting a new bow. 

When placing your hand on a
bow your knuckles should be at a 45
degree angle. This bow hand position
rolls your forearm out from in front of
the bowstring and places only the
palm pad below your thumb on the
grip section of the bow. This is the
best way to eliminate torque between
your hand and the bow grip. 

If you make a “stop sign” with
your bow hand and relax your fingers
you’ll notice that your index knuckle
is higher than your thumb knuckle. A
bow grip should accommodate this
anatomy feature but some don’t; any
arrow shelf that protrudes over your
index knuckle will interfere with good
bow hand placement. As a dealer

you’ll have to be mindful of how large
hands with big knuckles fit into the
grip sections of the bows you sell and
help make a good fit. 

I like the grip section of the new
Bear Truth. My hand fits well in the
position I described above allowing
very little torque transfer to the han-
dle. Likewise the grips on the Hoyt
Protecs I have fit well as does the grip

of my new Mathews Conquest4. 
I’m always critical of the large

wooden slipover grips that come on
many of the hunting models on the
market as most have a large protru-
sion in the exact spot where my index
knuckle needs to be. That makes it
nearly impossible to minimize torque
between your knuckle and the wood-
en bow grip. Small hands don’t fit
these slip-on grips well either so you
may have to recommend some modi-
fication.

Wood can be modified easily with
a belt sander and I’ve done some of
that over the years to get a good fit. If
you mess it up you can always get a
replacement - do what it takes to get a
good hand fit.

You may find it necessary to guide
your small-handed customers to a
bow with a self-grip. In other words,
the grip is the metal bow handle itself.
This is the way most of the pros shoot
because of their desire to minimize
hand torque. If they intend to hunt
then recommend wrapping the han-
dle with tennis-grip tape; it’s not thick
but will help insulate that cold han-
dle.

INTENDED PURPOSE
You already know that one of the

most important questions you can
ask your customer is “What are you
going to do with this bow?” Of course,
the choices are hunting, 3-D, target
shooting or just recreation. Knowing
the answer to this question is essen-
tial, I think, to determining both draw
weight and handle style.

Hunting and 3-D require more
arrow speed to get the job done. I
hunt with about 60 pounds but shoot
target with only 45 pound. I’m sure 50
pounds would get the job done for
hunting but I can do the 60 pounds if
I work at it so I take advantage of the
extra speed and the penetration it can
give. Quite a few guys come to me
with their 60-70 pound bows and
struggle to get it back at 60 pounds.
They’d be better off starting their
summer practice at 50 pounds and
work up to the 60 pounds for hunting
season. You’ll have to counsel these
guys and gals when they come into
your shop and want more weight than
they can handle. Accuracy and a bow

To correctly place your bow hand onto the
grip section of the bow you should orient
your knuckles to a 45 degree angle with
the horizontal. The tape strip shows the
correct hand area that should contact the
bow grip section. Your fingers should be
relaxed and only the thumb pad should be
in contact with the bow so that the radius
bone in your forearm can resist the force of
the bow. Note that the index knuckle is
higher than the thumb.

A wide wooden grip like this one is better
suited to a bigger hand but even then it
promotes hand torque. I’ve never been
able to get the hand placement I like with
these types of grips.

Many bows have an arrow shelf that pro-
trudes into the space where your index
knuckle should be. To shoot this bow I
removed the “wing” assembly so my
knuckle would not pressure against it and
generate torque into the grip section.




